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Observation of faster-than-diffusion magnetic field penetration
into a plasma
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Spatially and temporally resolved spectroscopic measurements of the magnetic field, electron
density, and turbulent electric fields are used to study the interaction between a pulsed magnetic field
and a plasma. In the configuration studied~known as a plasma opening switch! a 150 kA current of
400 ns-duration is conducted through a plasma that fills the region between two planar electrodes.
The time-dependent magnetic field, determined from Zeeman splitting, is mapped in three
dimensions, showing that the magnetic field propagation is faster than expected from diffusion
based on the Spitzer resistivity. Moreover, the measured magnetic field profile and the amplitude of
turbulent electric fields indicate that the fast penetration of the magnetic field cannot be explained
by an anomalously high resistivity. On the other hand, the magnetic field is found to penetrate into
the plasma at a velocity that is independent of the current-generator polarity, contradictory to the
predictions of the Hall-field theory. A possible mechanism, independent of the current-generator
polarity, based on the formation of small-scale density fluctuations that lead to field penetration via
the Hall mechanism, is presented. It is suggested that these density fluctuations may result from the
effect of the unmagnetized Rayleigh–Taylor instability on the proton plasma that undergoes a large
acceleration under the influence of the magnetic field pressure. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1527630#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid magnetic field penetration into collisionless~or
nearly collisionless! plasmas and anomalous plasma tra
port across magnetic fields is a topic that spans various a
of plasma physics and astrophysics. In laboratory plasm
is demonstrated in magnetic fusion devices,1 theta pinches,2,3

ion diodes,4 plasma switches,5 and in plasma–beam transpo
across magnetic fields.6 In space and astrophysics, plasm
transport across magnetic fields is studied in relation to
interaction of the solar wind with the earth’s magnetic fiel7

the evolution of solar flares,8 the coronal heating,9 and in
accretion discs.10

Due to the low plasma collisionality, the magnetic fie
dynamics in such phenomena are not dominated by clas
diffusion. For some configurations it has been suggested11,12

that the rapid field penetration into the plasma results fr
an instability-induced anomalous collisionality. For anoth
configuration~a reversed-field theta pinch! an explanation
based on magnetic tearing and reconnection has b
suggested,13 while in yet another configuration rapid mag
netic field penetration due to the Hall field has be
demonstrated.14

The evolution of a magnetic field in a plasma, deriv
from Faraday’s law, generalized Ohm’s law with the negl
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of the electron inertia, and Ampe`re’s law with neglect of the
displacement current can be expressed by

]BW

]t
5¹W 3~vW i3BW !2¹W 3S jW3BW

ene
D 1

h

m0
¹2BW , ~1!

where the first term on the right hand side is the convect
term, the second is the Hall term and the third is the diffus
term. Here,vW i is the ion velocity,ne is the electron density,e
is the electron charge,jW is the current density,BW is the mag-
netic field,h is the resistivity, andm0 is the permeability of
free space.

If the Hall and diffusion terms are neglected~likely to
occur in relatively dense and/or uniform plasmas and in l
resistivity plasmas! the magnetic field is frozen into the io
fluid. In this case the dominant process is expected to
plasma pushing by thejW3BW force.15 This can result in a
snowplow16 ~in the high-density limit! or specular
reflection17 ~in collisionless plasmas! of the plasma in two
extreme cases. When the Hall field dominates, the field m
penetrate fast as borne out by the treatment based on ele
magnetohydrodynamic theory.18–20 The Hall term is ex-
pected to be dominant for scale lengthsL5@d ln(n)/dx#21

that are smaller than the ion inertial length, i.e.,L!c/vpi ,
wherevpi is the ion plasma frequency andc is the speed of
light. The characteristic magnetic field penetration veloc
into the plasma is then given by18 vH5B/(2m0eneL). As
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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demonstrated experimentally,21 such field penetration result
in ion velocities that are lower than the magnetic field velo
ity and scale linearly as a function of the ion charge-to-m
ratio.

However, for higher electron densities the dominance
the Hall field diminishes and the effects of field penetrat
and the plasma pushing can be comparable. Moreover,
presence of multi-ion species in the plasma, as is often
case for laboratory plasmas, further complicates the inte
tion between the plasma and the magnetic field. For insta
we have recently shown in another experiment22 that species
separation in which protons are reflected by the magn
field and the carbon–ion plasma is penetrated by the m
netic field can occur. Hence, the fluid picture depicted in E
~1! should be expanded or reformulated to incorporate p
nomena such as species separation that until now have
been addressed theoretically for the highly collisional cas23

The present experiment is performed in a configurat
referred to as a planar plasma opening switch~POS!24–27 in
which a 150 kA-current is driven through a plasma prefilli
the volume between two parallel electrodes. The experim
was designed for studying the magnetic field evolution a
ion dynamics for conditions where the magnetic field pe
etration, expected from treatments based on the Hall eff
is comparable to the characteristic plasma pushing velo
To this end, the present experiment is designed to hav
higher electron density and a longer conduction time in co
parison with previous experiments.14,21,22Also, the planar ge-
ometry eliminates the effect of magnetic field curvature t
dominated previous coaxial configurations, thereby decre
ing the Hall term.

As has been previously described28 and will be discussed
in more detail,29 in a multi-ion-species plasma the light-io
plasma may be dominated by pushing while the heavier
plasma may be dominated by field penetration. Hence,
investigating the motion of ions of different charges a
masses, a plasma consisting of carbon and hydrogen is u

Detailed investigations of magnetic field–plasma int
action require spatially and temporally resolved measu
ments of the magnetic field, electron density and ion velo
ties. In previous studies of similar configurations t
magnetic field was obtained from probes,24,27,30–32which in-
dicated fast magnetic field penetration into the plasma.
vestigations of the plasma dynamics were made by obser
the line-integrated electron density, usin
interferometry,24,33,34which demonstrated a drop of this p
rameter during or after the field penetration.

In the past, magnetic field evolution was also obtain
from Zeeman splitting of doped ions.14 For the present study
we developed a plasma doping technique35 of gaseous ele-
ments in order to use line emission from neutral helium
Zeeman splitting. The use of neutral-atom line emission
these measurements avoids the effects of Doppler shifts
broadening found for ions as a result of ion acceleration
the magnetic field. This advantage over our previous w
allowed us to improve the accuracy of the magnetic fi
measurements. Moreover, the use of plasma doping all
for measurements that are spatially resolved in three dim
sions~3D!, which is essential for unambiguous interpretati
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of the results. Our measurements allowed for generatin
time-dependent 3D map of the magnetic field that can a
be used for the understanding of the ion acceleration towa
the electrodes. Previous planar geometry experiments25,36

suggested a peaking of the magnetic field at the electr
edges leading to pinching of the plasma. Here, the magn
field distribution, measured as a function of the positi
along the electrode width, showed a uniform current dis
bution.

The electron density evolution is obtained from the tim
dependent population of a low-lyingB III level ~boron dop-
ing is described in Sec. II! that is insensitive to variations in
the electron energy~the electron energy distribution is stud
ied from high-lying levels of various species37!. Our mea-
surements yielded the time-dependent magnetic field
electron density in the same plasma region, which dem
strated that the magnetic field penetrates the plasma be
the electron density drops. The subsequent electron-den
drop is explained28 by the expulsion of the protons and the
co-moving electrons and pushing of the carbon plasma
wards the electrodes.

The possibility of increased plasma collisionality due
the growth of current-driven instabilities such as the io
acoustic and lower-hybrid drift instabilities has been pre
ously discussed.2,11,38,39 Here, in order to estimate th
anomalous plasma collisionality we measured the amplit
and obtained bounds on the frequency of the turbulent e
tric fields using Stark broadening of hydrogen and heliu
lines. For these instabilities the amplitude of the turbule
electric fields is found to result in a collisionality that is to
small to explain the magnetic field penetration into the c
bon plasma by diffusion. In addition, the axial profile of th
magnetic field also appears to be inconsistent with magn
field diffusion.

In order to examine whether in the higher-density, plan
configuration the rapid magnetic field penetration into t
plasma can be explained by treatments based on the
effect, experiments with a reversed-polarity curre
generator were performed. These measurements dem
strated that the magnetic field evolution is independent of
current flow direction, in contrast to the theoretical pred
tions based on the initial electron density gradient across
anode-cathode (A–K) gap and the Hall-field model.18–20

However, it is possible, in principle, that the magnetic fie
penetration results from the Hall effect near small-scale d
sity fluctuations as previously suggested.19,40,41 We explore
the possibility that such small-scale density fluctuations
indeed generated as a result of the Rayleigh–Tay
instability.42

It is well known that in high-current high-voltage plasm
systems the determination of the inductance of the devic
rather difficult due to the lack of knowledge of the curre
distribution. Measurements of the magnetic field distributi
allow for obtaining the true system inductance, as is dem
strated in the present study.

The energy dissipation associated with the magnetic fi
penetration has been investigated previously theoretically43,44

and experimentally21 with significant discrepancies remain
ing between theory and observations. If the dominant proc
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. The experimental system. The inter-electrode region is prefilled with plasma from two flashboard plasma sources. Two techniques are useally
dope the plasma with various elements. Lenses and mirrors are used to collect light from the doped column into the spectrometer. A cylindrical leuses
the output of the spectrometer onto a fiber-bundle array that transmits the light to 12 photomultiplier tubes.
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electron heating is expected to result in keV-energy e
trons, which have not yet been seen experimentally.21 Re-
cently, we observed magnetic field penetration that is acc
panied by reflection of protons,22,28 which accounts for a
significant fraction of the dissipated energy. In this work, t
energy dissipation is predicted from the measured magn
field profile by time-integrating the Poynting flux at th
plasma boundary. It is shown that accounting for the rise
time of the magnetic field at the generator and knowledge
the magnetic field spatial distribution leads to a prediction
less energy dissipation, bringing the calculated energy d
pation closer to the observed values. In a futu
publication,37 we will present evidence that the mean ele
tron energy is higher than previously reported,21 which helps
to fully elucidate the various channels of the energy dissi
tion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of two planar, 14 c
wide electrodes separated by a 2.5 cm gap. In the 8 cm-
plasma prefilled region, the electrodes consist of two 5 m
wide edge strips and 8 0.1 cm-diameter wires with a h
geometric transparency of 93%. The following coordina
are defined:x50 is the cathode surface,y50 is the center of
the electrodes, andz50 is the generator-side edge of th
wire-anode ~see Fig. 1 for the orientation of the axes!.
Throughout this paper the term ‘‘axial’’ is used to denote t
z direction ~towards the load!, as analogous to the axial co
Downloaded 31 Dec 2002 to 128.139.197.33. Redistribution subject to A
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ordinate in coaxial plasma opening switches. Atz50, the
upstream inductance is 6264 nH and the downstream induc
tance that serves as an inductive load is 30 nH.

Two surface-flashover~flashboard! plasma sources
driven by a single 2.8mF capacitor, charged to 35 kV, ar
mounted 3 cm above the wire-anode and are operated 1.ms
prior to the application of the generator current pulse. Ea
flashboard consists of eight chains with the current throu
each chain reaching a peak value of 6.5 kA att51.2ms.
Details of the flashboard-plasma parameters are given in
46 At x51 cm the plasma consists of protons (np5261
31014 cm23) and carbon ions (nc51.160.431014 cm23,
with a mean charge12.7). Theelectron density prior to the
application of the current pulse was found to vary from
60.5)31014 cm23 near the cathode to (761)31014 cm23

near the anode and the initial electron temperature was
termined to be 6.560.5 eV.

In order to perform spatially resolved spectroscop
measurements we dope the plasma with various elem
using two doping techniques. The gas doping arrangeme35

consisting of a fast gas valve, a nozzle, and a skimme
mounted below the cathode on a moveable stand that all
for 2D movement. The gas density could be varied from 113

to 1015 cm23 and the full width half maximum~FWHM! of
the gas beam perpendicular to its injection direction could
varied from 1 to 2 cm.

For doping solid materials we used an electrical d
charge over an epoxy resin mixed with the selected elem
placed 2 cm below the cathode. The discharge is driven b
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2 mF capacitor charged to 6 kV, yielding a dopant colum
about 2 cm wide. For the short time delays used in
present experiments, the electron density of the plas
formed by the surface-flashover doping discharge was fo
to be less than 131013 cm23 ~determined spectroscopically!,
ensuring no significant effect on the prefilled plasma para
eters.

Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the exp
ment including the plasma sources, the doping arrangem
and the uv-visible spectroscopic system that consists o
1-meter spectrometer equipped with a 2400 grooves/
grating. Observations are possible along thex ~through the
flashboards!, y, or thez directions. A cylindrical lens image
the light at the output of the spectrometer onto a rectang
fiber-bundle array allowing for observations with differe
spectral dispersions in the range of 0.07–1 Å/fiber, wh
also determines the spectral resolution of the system.
spectral dispersion and instrumental broadening were m
sured using lamps with spectral widths of'0.01 Å to an
accuracy of 3%. The optical-fiber array consists of 12 fib
columns that transmit the light into 12 photomultiplie
~PMTs! yielding a 7 nstemporal resolution. The spatial res
lution along the line of sight, determined by the dope
column width, was 1 to 2 cm, whereas the resolutions in
orthogonal directions were set to be 0.1 and 0.4–1 cm, al
the x andz directions, respectively. The optical system w
absolutely calibrated with an accuracy of630%.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Measurements and data analysis

In our measurements, we observed the intensities
spectral profiles of various emission lines from materi
doped into the plasma and from the plasma constituents
as hydrogen and carbon. All the observed spectral lines
optically thin, allowing for reliable determination of the ab
solute upper level populations from the observed line int
sities.

All the spectral lines except for those of hydrogen a
some lines of neutral helium are dominated by Dopp
broadening~Stark and Zeeman splitting are negligible!.

The Stark-dominatedHb and He I 4d(1D)22p(1P0)
lines are used to study the amplitude of turbulent elec
fields in the plasma. The spectral profiles of helium lin
used to study the magnetic field are fitted using a numbe
Gaussians for each of the spectral-line components, w
the width of each component is assumed to be due to ins
mental and Doppler broadening. The effects of Stark bro
ening, as a result of electric fields in the plasma, are foun
be negligible for the He I 3d(1D)22p(1P0) line, used for
the Zeeman splitting measurements.

The measured line intensities are analyzed with the
of time-dependent collisional-radiative~CR! calculations46

that determine the level populations as a function of time
solving a series of rate equations for the various atomic p
cesses for given initial particle densities. In these calcu
tions a time-dependent electron densityne(t) and an arbi-
trary electron energy distribution are used as in
parameters, as described in detail in Ref. 45.
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In some measurements thex distribution of the emission
intensity of a certain spectral line was studied in a sin
discharge by opening the spectrometer input slit width to
mm. In these measurements the time-dependent intensi
theB III doublet ~2065.8 and 2067.2 Å! was observed with a
4.5 mm-resolution across the entire A-K gap.

B. Electrical properties

The currents upstream and downstream of the plasma
monitored using two Rogowskii coils that are calibrated
an accuracy of67%. Typical traces are shown in Fig. 2. Th
period of current conduction by the plasma, which is the ti
from the initiation of the upstream current until the sharp r
in the downstream current begins, varies from 360 to 400
due to fluctuations in the initial plasma conditions. The tim
delay between the flashboard and the application of the g
erator current pulse was varied from 1.05 to 1.15ms to ob-
tain similiar downstream current characteristics in all the
periments.

C. Magnetic field mapping from Zeeman splitting

The evolution of the magnetic field is determined fro
the Zeeman splitting of the He I 6678 Å line. The line
sight in these measurements was in they direction ~the di-
rection of the magnetic field!, thus only yielding thes com-
ponents of the line, split by60.021 Å/kG. The helium was
doped aty50. The spatial resolutions were 0.1, 2, and 0
cm along thex, y, and z directions, respectively and th
temporal resolution in these measurements was 16 ns.

Analysis of the line profiles requires knowledge of th
line Doppler broadening. To this end, we used the He I 50
Å line that is insensitive to Zeeman and Stark broadeni
The width of this line that is dominated by the instrumen
and Doppler broadening was found to remain const
throughout the pulse, indicating, as expected, that the D
pler broadening remains small.

The evolution of the line splitting in time near th
generator-side edge of the plasma (z521 cm) is demon-
strated in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. The profile att50, before the
application of the generator current, illustrates the initial li
profile. Profiles~b! and ~c! show the evolution of the line
profile at the same position. The effect of the Zeeman sp

FIG. 2. Traces of the current upstream and downstream of the plasma m
tored using two self-integrating Rogowskii coils.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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ting on the line profile is noticeable att5110 ns, and the
splitting is well seen at later times. Note that the widths
each component of the split line is the same as the w
prior to the current pulse, consistent with the constant wi
of the 5015 Å line.

The measured spectra are fitted by constant-width p
files for each of the line components to yield the magne
field. The accuracy of the magnetic field obtained was fou
to be 61.2 kG for B,4 kG, when the Zeeman splitting i
not resolved, and60.7 kG forB.5 kG when the two peaks
of the pattern are clearly seen. Figure 3 also shows the m
netic field determined from the Zeeman splitting and the o
calculated from the upstream current assuming a unifo
current distribution along they direction @demonstrated in
Fig. 6~b!#. The magnetic field from the Zeeman splitting
approximately 10% lower possibly due to some current fl
between the observation point and the generator. The
sible presence of magnetic field components other thanBy

has been investigated using polarization-dependent obse
tions, which showed thatBx and Bz,3 kG. The total mag-
netic field may thus be up to 10% larger than the here p
sented data, i.e., within the indicated uncertainty.

Measurements at different axial positions allow us
construct a 1D map of the magnetic field as a function of
axial position. Figure 4 shows the magnetic-field distributi
1 cm from the cathode and in the middle of the electrody
dimension, at different times. It is instructive to fit the me
sured data with a simple analytic function. We note that
evolution of the measured magnetic field profile is influenc
by the rise-in-time of the generator currentI G(t) and a term
that reflects the axial propagation of the magnetic field.
this end, we attempted to fit the measured points usin
function of the following form:

B~z,t !5BG~ t !S 12
z2z0

vt D p

, ~2!

FIG. 3. ~a!–~c! Profiles of the He I 6678 Å line fitted by a Gaussian for ea
of the line components att50, 110, and 280 ns.~d! The evolution of the
magnetic field at the generator-side edge of the plasma 0.5 cm from
cathode in the middle of the electrodes in they direction. Also shown is the
magnetic field deduced from the upstream current assuming uniform cu
distribution along they direction.
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wherev is velocity of the magnetic field propagation,z0 is
the position of the vacuum-plasma boundary at the gener
side ~assumed to be time-independent!. BG(t) is the mag-
netic field at the generator-side edge of the plasma, appr
mated by a linear rise in time,BG(t)5m0I G(t)/a5B0t/t,
usingt5300 ns,B0510 kG @according to Fig. 3~d!#, anda
is the effective electrode dimension along the magnetic fie
The value ofa has been computed for our electrode geo
etry @assuming a uniform distribution of the current in te
wires, see Fig. 6~b!# and is found to be 25% larger than th
physical width of the electrodes.

The parameterp describes the shape of the magne
field profile so that whenp→0 the axial profile of the mag-
netic field becomes rectangular while in the limitp→1 it
decreases linearly withz. Figure 4 shows that the experimen
tal magnetic field can be fitted reasonably well usingp
50.25, z0522.2 cm, and a constant propagation veloc
v533107 cm/s. Note that the magnetic field has a re
tively sharp magnetic field front and a small gradient, resu
ing from the rise-in-time of the generator current.

In order to obtain a 2D map of the magnetic field,
series of measurements was carried out atx50.4, 1.0, and
2.2 cm,y50, and atz521.0, 20.3, 1.7, 3.7, 5.7, 7.7, and
9.7 cm. For each position, the magnetic field was avera
over a few discharges and a time-dependent mapB(x,z) was
constructed using a bilinear extrapolation method. Figur
shows the magnetic field maps att5120, 180, 240, and 300
ns. At t5120 and 180 ns the front of the magnetic field (B
<4 kG) is seen to propagate nearly in a 1D form. At la
times, however, the magnetic field structure forB.4 kG re-
sembles a wedge shape~similar to the results of Ref. 27!. In
this figure too, as was shown in Fig. 4 atx51 cm, the width
of the current-carrying region is seen to be 2 to 3 c
throughout the pulse, except near the anode att.240 ns,
where it is even wider. Att5300 ns a region with a low
current density is formed at the generator-side edge of
plasma~near the cathode this region extends axially ov
most of the plasma!. The reason for the lack of current flow
at this position is probably related to the drop of the elect

he

nt

FIG. 4. The magnetic field distribution as a function of the axial position
1 cm from the cathode surface in the middle of the electrodes in thy
direction for various times. The experimental points are fitted by an ana
function @Eq. ~2!#, with p50.25 andv533107 cm/s.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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density in that region, as will be demonstrated in Sec. III
To evaluate the asymmetry introduced to the problem

the electrode geometry and the current flow through
plasma, two types of measurements of the magnetic fi
along the width of the electrodesB(y) were performed.

We first used aḂ loop with no plasma prefilling in orde
to study the effect of the electrode geometry. Figure 6~a!
shows that the magnetic field at the edge of the electro
increases to 118% of its value in the center of the electro
dropping to half its peak value at 1 cm beyond the edge
the electrodes. Figure 6~a! also shows the predicted magne

FIG. 5. Four maps of the time-dependent 2D magnetic field distribut
Contours of constant magnetic field are drawn in thexz plane and are
shaded according to the color scheme shown on the right. The numbe
the graph represent the measured magnetic field. The spatial resoluti
these measurements is 1 cm along thez direction and 0.1 cm along thex
direction, and the error of the magnetic field is61.2 kG for B,4 kG and
60.7 kG forB.5 kG.

FIG. 6. ~a! The magnetic field profile without plasma obtained using
magnetic probe~symbols!. Also shown ~solid curve! is a calculation in
which 82% of the current is uniformly distributed in ten wires and t
remaining current flows in the two edge wires.~b! The magnetic fieldy
distribution at t5300 ns, x51.2 andz51 cm obtained spectroscopicall
~symbols!, together with a numerical calculations obtained assuming a
form current distribution over all wires~dashed line!.
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field y distribution for a current that is peaked at the ed
wires. In this model 82% of the current was uniformly di
tributed in 10 wires, equally spaced along 13.2 cm, and
remaining current was assumed to flow only in the ed
wires. The good fit to the experimental data indicates t
indeed, without plasma prefill, 18% of the total genera
current passes through the two edge-strips of each of
electrodes. The disagreement aty565.5 cm results from the
somewhat larger wire spacing there that is not accounted
in the model. Note that the ripple in calculatedBy , caused
by the relatively large electrode-wire separation, is found
be negligible in the middle of the A-K gap and67% at 0.5
cm from either electrode.

The magnetic fieldy distribution was also studied from
Zeeman splitting measurements atz51 cm, x51.2 cm, and
y50, 63.9 cm,66.2, and67.6 cm. Figure 6~b! shows the
magnetic field profile att5300 ns together with a numerica
calculation. The good fit of the calculated curve, obtain
assuming a uniformly distributed current along the equid
tant wires, indicates that the nonuniform current distributi
shown in Fig. 6~a! becomes approximately uniform durin
the current conduction by the plasma. Presumably this res
from a plasma extent in they direction that is smaller than
the electrodey dimension causing a reduction in the curre
in the edge electrode strips.

D. The effects of the electrode geometry and polarity

In order to estimate the effects of the electrode wi
geometry on the magnetic field evolution we performed
series of measurements in which the two electrodes, that
mally consisted of 1 mm wires spaced 1.3 cm apart, w
covered by a mesh. The mesh was made of 50mm stainless
steel wires spaced 0.05 cm apart resulting in a geome
transparency of approximately 80%. The electron den
prior to the application of the current pulse was found to
somewhat lower with the mesh. We thus used a longer t
delay ('200 ns) between the plasma formation and the
plication of the current pulse in order to allow for a highe
density plasma to reach the A-K gap. In those experimen
was found that the magnetic field evolution is similar to th
with the wire electrodes, indicating that the asymmetry i
posed by the wire-electrodes is not responsible for the
served magnetic field evolution.

Measurements with a reversed current-generator po
ity, in which the plasma parameters remained unchang
were performed in order to investigate whether the magn
field propagation depends on the current flow direction. F
ure 7~a! shows the magnetic field evolution atx51 cm in the
middle of the plasmay andz dimensions for the two polari-
ties, demonstrating within the experimental reproducibili
the absence of a polarity effect. Furthermore, Fig. 7~b! that
shows the populations of theB III 2 p level, used in Sec. III E
for determining the electron density, shows that the tim
dependent electron density is also similar for the two pola
ties. We conclude from this that the magnetic field propa
tion is independent of the relative directions of the curre
flow and the electron density gradient in the plasma.
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E. Time history of the electron density

The electron density distribution prior to the applicati
of the current pulse was obtained from Stark broadening
hydrogen lines.45 The temporal evolution of the electron de
sity is studied from the line intensity of aB III line (2 p– 2s,
2066 Å!, whereB III is injected to the observation regio
using the surface flashover doping technique.45 This line in-
tensity is insensitive to the electron temperature within
range considered (>6 eV, as will be shown in a subseque
publication37!. Some of the measurements were perform
with the ‘‘open slit’’ configuration~described in Sec. III A!,
allowing for time-dependent observations of the line inte
sity at 10 positions across the A-K gap in a single discha
thus eliminating the effects of the experimental irreprod
ibilities. The spatial resolutions in these measurements
0.45 and 0.25 cm in thex andz directions, respectively.

In Fig. 8 we present the temporal evolution of theB III
2p population at two positions across the A–K gap in t
middle of the plasmay and z dimensions. It is seen that a
both positions the level populations start dropping at
'200 ns. For reference, the level populations with only
application of the plasma source are also given, demons
ing the continuous rise of the population in the absence
the generator current pulse.

We now infer the time-dependent electron densityne(t)
from the history of theB III level population using our CR
modeling to find thene(t) that provides the best fit for th
level populations. The model accounts for the relativ
small effects of the time variation of the electron temperat
and ionization processes. The rise ofTe is found to increase
the 2p population by 2565%, depending on the nature o
the electron energy distribution~see Ref. 37 for more de
tails!. For the initial boron charge-state distribution~deter-
mined previously to be 50620% B II and 50720% B III !,
the increase of theB III density due to ionization processes

FIG. 7. ~a! A comparison between the magnetic field from Zeeman splitt
for two polarities atx51, z53.7, andy50 cm. The solid lines refer to
experiments with the polarity normally used in this study and the das
lines to the reversed polarity.~b! A similar comparison of theB III 2 p level
population that is used for deducing the electron density.
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20610%. We note that for the modeling above we also
timated the effect of theB III flow during the current pulse
on the observedB III level populations.

To estimate the variation of the boron density as a re
of flow of theB III ions, we measured the velocities ofB III
along thex andz directions from Doppler shifts. We make
distinction here between the initial rise of theB III 2 p popu-
lation (t,200 ns) when theB III axial velocity is found to
be ,33106 cm/s and during the subsequent drop when
axial velocity rises to 83106 cm/s. Integrating these veloci
ties with respect to time theB III axial displacement is found
to be '0.2 cm during the rise of the light intensities an
another 0.3 cm during the 50 ns drop. The axial displacem
is negligible since the doped boron cloud is;2 cm wide.

The B III x-velocity, obtained from Doppler shifts in
observations through a slot in the flashboard, is found to
;1.5 times smaller than the axial velocity. Taking into a
count the initial distribution ofB III and its gradient along
the x direction, thex direction B III flow is estimated to
lower the boron density betweent5120 and 270 ns atx
50.5 by a factor of 2 while increasing the boron density
x51.8 cm by 70% within the same time interval.

The time-dependent populations and the inferredne(t)
are given in Fig. 8. It can be seen that near the cathode
electron density rises from 331014 to 4.531014, followed
by a drop to (1.160.4)31014 cm23. Near the anode, how
ever, the variations of the electron density are smaller, i.e.ne

drops by a factor of two. The largest contribution to the er
bar results from the uncertainty in the boron density cha
as a result of the boron flow.

Using data from differentx and z positions in the A-K
gap ~at y50) we constructed a 2D map ofne at different
times. In this map differentx positions are obtained in a

d
FIG. 8. The evolution of theB III 2 p level as determined from the intensit
of the 2066 Å spectral line. The traces are shown for experimentsx
50.5 and 1.8 cm,y50, and z53.7 cm with ~solid line! and without
~dashed! application of the current pulse. The open symbols show CR m
eling predictions of theB III 2 p population using the electron density de
noted by the full symbols.
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single discharge using the open slit method. Figure 9 sh
four such 2D maps of the electron density fort5120, 180,
240, and 300 ns. We note that the axially averaged elec
density drops significantly at allx-positions. It should be
emphasized that measurements beyond the plasma edz
57 – 10 cm) showed no significant rise in the electron d
sity, verifying that the average electron density atz,7 cm
does not drop due to plasma flow in thez direction beyond
z57 cm. Note that the drop in the electron density is m
pronounced near the cathode where the final electron de
is around 131014 cm23.

The results presented show that the electron den
drops over the entire A-K gap by the time the current sta
to flow to the load. Near the cathode the minimum elect
density is'131014 cm23 while near the anode the drop
less pronounced and att5300 ns a density of'4
31014 cm23 remains. The drop strongly suggests plas
flow through the highly transparent electrodes since no
in the plasma density on the load-side edge of the plasm
seen. Note that the carbon velocity,;107 cm/s, is expected
to lead to an insignificant axial displacement, while due
the smaller A-K gap a similar velocity towards the electrod
can result in a significant density drop.

Based on the magnetic field gradients~see the 2D maps
in Fig. 5!, it appears plausible that the plasma motion
towards the two electrodes. These gradients suggest
plasma atx,1 cm is mainly accelerated towards the catho
while that atx.1 cm is pushed towards the anode.

F. Electric fields

The presence of nonthermal electric fields that may g
rise to anomalous collisionality is investigated using St
broadening of hydrogen and helium lines. The width ofHb is
found to rise and drop, similarly to the line intensity~theHb

reaches its peak width 20–30 ns after the peak light int

FIG. 9. Four 2D maps of the electron density in the center of the electro
along they direction obtained from the temporal evolution of theB III 2066
Å spectral line. The spatial resolutions are 0.45, 3, and 0.3 cm along thx,
y, andz directions.
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sity!. The Hb profiles att50 and 220 ns, obtained atx51,
z53.7 cm and integrated along they direction, are shown in
Fig. 10.

The analysis of the hydrogen line widths is similar to t
detailed description given in Ref. 47. The hydrogen Dopp
width, required for the analysis of theHb profile is obtained
from the Doppler-dominatedHa profile, whose width re-
mains constant throughout the pulse, indicating a nearly c
stant hydrogen temperature of 1762 eV. TheHb can be af-
fected by electric fields at different frequencies. The lack
Ha broadening implies that there are no high-frequen
fields,48 allowing us to calculate theHb Stark broadening
under the influence of quasi-static fields. TheHb profile is
calculated for different single-valued quasi-static elect
fields ~that represent the typical amplitude of nontherm
fields in the plasma! taking into account also the broadenin
of particle fields49 ~based on the known electron density! and
the known Doppler profile. Comparison between the m
sured and the calculatedHb line profiles shows that att
5220 ns~the time when the peak electric field amplitude
obtained! the typical amplitude of turbulent electric fields i
the plasma is 1062 kV/cm.

Similar measurements and analysis were performed
ing the He I 4d(1D)22p(1P0) ~4922 Å! and the He I
3p(1P0)22s(1S) ~5015 Å! lines. The 5015 Å line, which is
insensitive to electric fields, broadens only slightly~from 0.2
to 0.25 Å FWHM!, indicating that the influence of Dopple
broadening remains small throughout the pulse. The 492
line however, broadens from 0.5 Å att50 to 1.0560.1 Å at
t5220 ns. Here too, the measured line profiles were co
pared to calculations50 based on a nonthermal quasi-sta
electric field, the electron density determined in Sec. III
and the Doppler width obtain from the 5015 Å line. For th
line the non-negligible Zeeman splitting was also taken i
account to yield an electric field amplitude of 1
62 kV/cm.

We thus conclude that the electric field amplitude o
tained from both the hydrogen and the helium line broad
ings isA^E2&51062 kV/cm.

es

FIG. 10. Line profiles of theHb line at x51, y50, andz53.7 cm. The
experimental results~symbols! are shown for two times,t50 ns andt
5220 ns. The lines are calculations with a 17 eV hydrogen temperature
measured electron density, and different quasi-static electric field am
tudes.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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In a previous investigation of a coaxial 100 ns-durati
plasma opening switch experiment we demonstrated39 the
presence of 14 kV/cm turbulent electric fields from Sta
broadening ofHa and Hb . However, in that work, it was
shown that most of these fields are high-frequency osc
tions ~Langmuir oscillations! vce,v,vpe, wherevce is the
electron cyclotron frequency andvpe is the electron plasma
frequency. In the present study the narrowness ofHa sug-
gests that the turbulent electric fields have a relatively l
frequency (v<few31010 s21).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Correlation of the temporal variation of the
magnetic field and electron density

In order to obtain a detailed understanding of the int
action between the magnetic field and the plasma deta
measurements of the ion dynamics are required. In a fu
publication29 we will present such results and analyze the
in the context of the recently demonstrated22,28 simultaneous
field penetration and plasma reflection, found to occur
multi-ion-species plasmas. Here, we wish to study the r
tion between magnetic field penetration and plasma fl
based on the local magnetic field and electron density m
surements. For this purpose, it is instructive to plot the
served magnetic field and electron density as a function
time for the same location, as given in Fig. 11 for the mid
of the plasma. It is seen that while the magnetic field ri
the electron density rises until the field reaches a value
;5 kG, it then drops sharply as the magnetic field contin
to rise to its peak value. This finding is seen for all positio
with the density reaching its peak value at magnetic fields
4–5.5 kG.

Let us analyze the various factors that may affect
electron density. First, the electron density may rise due
the continuous flow of the flashboard plasma. This effec
shown by the dashed line, which gives the rise in the elec
density when no current pulse is applied. Another reason

FIG. 11. The evolution of the magnetic field averaged over two discha
and the temporal behavior of the electron density as determined in
III E. The results are at the center of the switch along they direction, atx
51 cm, andz53.7 cm. The dashed curve shows the electron density e
lution without the application of the current pulse.
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the rise in the electron density is the ionization that occ
during the current pulse. Calculations based on the rise of
electron energy during the current pulse37 show that att
5200 ns, ionization increases the electron density by o
1065%, bringing the electron density to the lowest-val
edge of the error bar of the measured electron density.
additional rise of the electron density must thus result fr
plasma pushing, leading to an increased density within
current channel, consistent with the reflection of proton28

and the predetermined proton density. On the other hand
velocity of the heavier carbon ions, obtained from Dopp
shifts,28 shows a peak velocity that is 3 to 4 times smal
than that of the magnetic field, making their contribution
the electron density rise negligible.

At t.200 ns a substantial drop in the electron dens
~to a value 4 to 5 times smaller than that without the curr
pulse! is seen. Based on the analysis above, this drop
mainly caused by the expulsion of the proton plasma. T
electron density that is expected to remain behind after
proton expulsion is (3.561)31014 cm23, which is more
than two times higher than the measured electron density.
may thus conclude that pushing of the carbon plasma le
to an additional drop of the electron density to the obser
density minimum of (1.560.5)31014 cm23. The carbon ve-
locities show that the carbon ions are approximately moti
less untilt5200 ns, then attaining higher velocities that a
low for a flow of ;1 cm up to t5300 ns, supporting the
claim that the carbon–plasma motion is responsible for
density drop in the back of the current channel (t.240 ns in
Fig. 11!. Since this carbon–ion motion is much smaller th
the axial plasma extent, a pure axial motion cannot exp
the density drop that is observed at all axial positions. T
A–K gap in our geometry is, however, comparable to t
carbon-ion displacement, leading to the conclusion that
density drop probably results from the carbon–plasma m
tion towards and through the electrodes. Moreover, the d
sity remaining att.300 ns~about 1/2 of the initial carbon
plasma density! can be attributed to carbon ions for whic
the motion is mainly axial, thus not contributing significant
to the density drop. We also note that the density of ions t
are heavier45 than carbon is much smaller than the electr
density prevailing aftert'300 ns, so that they contribut
negligibly to this density.

B. Circuit inductance

The measured space- and time-dependent magnetic
allows us to calculate the change in the circuit inductan
during the plasma current conduction. The relation betw
the evolution of the magnetic field and the change in
inductance betweent50 and timet is expressed as

DL~ t !5
m0

aBG~ t ! E0

d

dxE
z0

`

dz B~z,x,t !, ~3!

where d is the A-K gap and we assume that the plas
boundary at the generator side does not move~justified by
the low carbon velocities29!.

In Sec. III C we showed that the magnetic field prop
gates in thez direction at a nearly constant velocity. More

s
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-
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over, in Fig. 4 we showed that the measured 1D magn
field distribution B(z,t) can be fitted by Eq.~2! with p
50.25, z0522.2 cm, v53.03107 cm/s, B0510 kG, and
t5300 ns. Inserting the magnetic field from Eq.~2! into Eq.
~3! yields

DL~ t !5
m0d

a E
z0

vt1z0
dzF12

~z2z0!

vt G p

5
m0dvt

a~p11!
, ~4!

which for our case yields a rate of inductance change
dL/dt543 mH/s.

The change in the circuit inductance, associated with
propagation of the current channel, can also be obtained
is commonly done, from the comparison ofI plasma, the up-
stream current in our experiment toI metal, the upstream cur-
rent in experiments with a metal plate positioned at
generator-side edge of the plasma. Since the upstream
age for the two experiments is the same, one may expres
inductance change by:DL(t)5L0(I metal2I plasma)/I plasma,
whereL0 is the upstream inductance. This technique yie
an inductance that increases approximately linearly in t
reaching 1261.5 nH at t5300 ns, which corresponds to
mean rate of inductance change of 40 mH/s. Hence, to wi
the uncertainties, the inductance change derived from
upstream current measurements agrees with the simple
model, based on the detailed magnetic field measuremen
x51 cm.

C. Energy dissipation

The energy dissipation in the plasma due to the magn
field penetration can be calculated from the measured m
netic field distribution. The amount of electromagnetic e
ergy that flows into the entire plasma is found by integrat
the Poynting flux at a plane normal to the electrodes at
generator-side edge of the plasma. The Poynting flux per
width in they direction at the plasma boundary at a timet is
given by

P~z5z0 ,t !5
1

m0
V~z5z0 ,t !B~z5z0 ,t !, ~5!

where the loop voltage is

V~z5z0 ,t !5
]

]t E0

d

dxE
z0

`

dz B~z,x,t !. ~6!

The magnetic field is assumed to be uniform in t
vacuum region between the two electrodes. Integrating
Poynting flux with respect to time yields the total energy th
enters the plasma

U in~z>z0 ,t !5E
0

t

dt8 P~z5z0 ,t8!. ~7!

The magnetic-field energy that is accumulated in the plas
is

UB~z>z0 ,t !5E
0

d

dxE
z0

`

dz
B2~z,x,t !

2m0
. ~8!

The fraction of energy that is dissipated is then given by
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U in2UB

U in
512

*0
ddx*z0

` dz B2~z,x,t !

2*0
t dt8 B~z5z0 ,t !

]

]t
*0

ddx*z0

` dz B~z,x,t !

.

~9!

Assuming that the plasma edge, located atz5z0 is mo-
tionless and using Eq.~2! for the magnetic field distribution
the magnetic field energy per unit width is

UB5E
0

d

dxE
z0

`

dz
B2~z,x,t !

2m0

5dvt
B0

2

2m0
S t

t D 2E
0

1

~12j!2pdj

5
B0

2

2m0
S t

t D 2 dvt

2p11
, ~10!

where the energy that enters the plasma per unit width i

U in5E
0

t

dt8
B~z5z0 ,t8!

m0

]

]t8
E

0

d

dxE
z0

`

dz B~z,x,t8!

5E
0

t

dt8S B0

m0

t8

t D S 2B0dv
~p11!

t8

t D
5

2

3m0
B0

2S t

t D 2 dvt

p11
. ~11!

Hence, the fraction of dissipated energy is given by

U in2UB

U in
512

3~p11!

4~2p11!
. ~12!

Thus, in the limits described above,p→0 ~rectangular
pulse! and p→1 ~a magnetic field linearly decreasing wit
z), the fractions of the dissipated magnetic field energy
1/4 and 1/2, respectively. For the experimental value op
50.25 the dissipation fraction is 0.375. Moreover, by mu
plying this fraction by the time-integrated Poynting flu
gives the dissipation in Joule/m

UD~ t !5F12
3~p11!

4~2p11!GU in~ t !

5
1

3 F 5p11

~2p11!~p11!G BG
2

2m0
dvt. ~13!

The dissipated energy partitioning between the electr
and ions in the plasma will be discussed in subsequ
publications.29,37 Here, we only estimate the energy dissip
tion per electron~the electron density in the plasma is high
than the ion density!, by dividing Eq.~13! by the number of
electrons that initially reside in the volume penetrated by
magnetic field, i.e.,

UD,N>
UD

nedvt
5

1

3 F 5p11

~2p11!~p11!G BG
2

2m0ne
, ~14!

which yields, for our conditions, a dissipationUD,N

>0.4(BG
2 /2m0ne) that att5300 ns amounts to'2.0 keV per

electron. The dissipation in the case of a linear rise-in-ti
of the current is, therefore, significantly smaller than in t
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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case of a step function rise-in-time of the current, for wh
the dissipation isUD,N5BG

2 /2m0ne . Moreover, the exac
value of the dissipation depends on the magnetic field p
file, demonstrating again the importance of accurate kno
edge of the magnetic field spatial distribution.

D. Mechanism of magnetic field penetration

Here we discuss the mechanism of magnetic field p
etration into the plasma. It is natural to examine the po
bility that the fast penetration of the magnetic field is a res
of a high anomalous resistivity. That high resistivity wou
result in a high inductive electric field of the form

EW 5han jW. ~15!

As is clearly seen in Fig. 4, the intensity of the magne
field is decreasing axially in the direction of the load. Assu
ing that the inductive electric field that causes the magn
field penetration is mostly perpendicular to the electro
~along thex direction!, it, too, should decrease axially to
wards the load. However, as can also be inferred from Fig
the current density is rather increasing axially. Therefore
order to obtain an electric field that decreases in thez direc-
tion, the anomalous resistivity should strongly decrease
ally towards the load, being smallest at the magnetic fi
front, where the current density peaks. Since, however,
high current density is expected to be the source of
anomalous resistivity, it does not seem reasonable that
resistivity be smallest there. Thus, the profile of the magn
field with a high current density at the front indicates that
anomalously high resistivity is not the source of the f
magnetic field penetration.

The indication that an anomalously high resistivity is n
the source of the fast magnetic field penetration can be
ther supported by comparing the estimated anomalous c
sionality to the collisionality required for diffusion at th
observed magnetic-field propagation velocity. The requi
diffusion rate can be estimated using the plasma axial ex
l'10 cm and the magnetic field penetration timet'380 ns
to beD5 l 2/t'2.63108 cm2/s. The associated electron co
lision frequency isnei'331011 s21, which is approxi-
mately 2vce at the maximum magnetic field. Let us estima
the anomalous collisionality that results from some curre
driven instabilities.

The instability that can result in the highest collisio
frequency, the ion-acoustic instability, has be
investigated11,38,39in different configurations. Let us estima
the anomalous plasma collision frequency using the m
sured nonthermal electric field amplitude~as described in
Sec. III F!. The effective collision frequencynei

iac , resulting
from the ion–acoustic instability, is approximately38,39

nei
iac>vpe

«0^E
2&

2neTe
, ~16!

whereE is the amplitude of the instability electric fields an
«0 is the permittivity of free space. Using the observed a
plitude of the turbulent electric field, 1062 kV/cm, and tak-
ing a lower bound onTe510 eV, we obtain an upper boun
nei

iac,63109 s21 for the ion–acoustic collisionality. Al-
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though this collisionality is a couple of times larger than t
Spitzer collisionality16 (nspitzer;109 s21), the resulting dif-
fusion coefficient is still fifty times smaller than required fo
explaining the magnetic field propagation in terms of diff
sion.

While the Buneman instability is not expected to gro
since the electron drift velocity is not higher than the ele
tron thermal velocity, the lower-hybrid drift instability2 may
become unstable in our configuration. Following the nonl
ear mode coupling analysis of Drakeet al.,51 the anomalous
collision frequency can be expressed asnei

lh

>2.4(Vdi /v i)
2v lh , wherev lh is the lower hybrid frequency

v i is the ion thermal velocity,Vdi5v i(r Li /2L) is the ion dia-
magnetic drift velocity, andr Li is the ion Larmor radius. For
our experimental parameters (Vdi /v i);1/3, resulting in an
anomalous collision frequencynei

lh'53108 s21 that is ten
times smaller than the collisionality estimated above to re
from the ion acoustic instability.

Therefore, both the axial profile of the magnetic fie
and the above estimates of the anomalous resistivity sug
that an enhanced electric field of the form given by Eq.~18!
is not expected to cause the penetration. However, an a
electric field that is stronger inside the current channel, a
the case for the Hall electric field, could explain the fa
magnetic field propagation. A Hall electric field that vari
along thex direction due to plasma nonuniformities togeth
with a small but finite resistivity has been shown to caus
fast penetration of the magnetic field.14 However, a quantita-
tive estimate of the magnetic field penetration due to the H
field,20 for the measured initial electron-density gradient
the x direction45 in this experiment, yields a velocity of 2
3107 cm/s, significantly lower than the measured veloc
of the magnetic field propagation. Furthermore, as descri
in Sec. III D, the penetration appears to be independent of
relative directions of the current and the density gradie
which contradicts the expected evolution due to Hall-fie
mechanism. The measured current-channel width is also
consistent with an evolution that is dominated by the Ha
field mechanism in an initially nonuniform plasma43 that
should result in a current channel width of (c/vpe)

2nei /v.
For our experimental parameters and the above-calcul
collisionality of the ion acoustic instability the curren
channel width should be only 0.18 cm, approximately t
times less than the measured width. It seems therefore
the magnetic field penetration into the plasma is not cau
by the Hall mechanism due to the initial density gradie
across the A-K gap.

We explore here the possibility that an inductive H
electric field that results from small-scale~smaller than our
spatial resolution of a few mm! density fluctuations gener
ated by instabilities causes the fast penetration. If ind
turbulence that leads to the formation of density fluctuatio
exists in the plasma, it could enhance the rate at which
Hall mechanism allows penetration, by reducing the sp
scaleL in the expression of the Hall velocity. Moreover, su
a mechanism should be independent of the current flow
rection, consistent with the findings described in Sec. III
Since the Hall mechanism can lead to field penetration o
in regions where the density decreases along the current
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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we should expect elongated finger-like structures to fo
Rapid diffusion, due to the small scale of the gradients
expected to lead to field penetration into the entire plas
volume. The observed magnetic field penetration and
broad current-channel width could then be attributed to s
tial integration over the finger-like structure. Magnetic fie
penetration due to the Hall field in the presence of sm
scale density nonuniformities has been suggested in
past.19,40,41It could be related to magnetic field reconnecti
that is enhanced by the Hall fields as has been rece
suggested52,53 It may also be related to complex magne
field structures that have been observed in au-pinch13 using
magnetic probes, and were associated with a tearing inst
ity.

We suggest that the unmagnetized Rayleigh–Tay
instability42,54 ~or large Larmor radius Rayleigh–Taylor in
stability! that can occur in sub-Alfve´nic plasma
expansions55,56could be responsible for the above mention
density fluctuations. This instability is driven by an accele
tion of an inhomogeneous plasma (¹neÞ0). The effective
acceleration~in analogy to the gravitational acceleration! is
given byg52dv i /dt so that the instability can occur whe
g•¹ne,0. This situation occurs at the plasma bounda
wheredne /dz.0 and the effective gravity, associated wi
the proton acceleration is negative. Although this instabi
has the same driving mechanism as the conventio
Rayleigh–Taylor instability (g•¹ne,0), it has very differ-
ent linear and nonlinear behaviors. The linear growth rate
the instability isg5kxAgL, wherekx is the wave number
perpendicular to the density gradient andL is the scale
length of the density gradient at the plasma boundary.
expression for the linear growth rate applies forg/L
.vci

2 /4, wherevci
2 is the ion cyclotron frequency, i.e., th

ions are unmagnetized. The instability is compressible¹
•v iÞ0 and has¹3v i50, which is opposite the conven
tional Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Thus, as has be
shown,57 rather than corrugating the surface of the magne
field-plasma interface, the instability lead to ion lumping.

We can estimate the parametersg, L, vci , andg for our
experiment as follows. Based on the magnetic field pro
~see Fig. 4! we estimate28 it takes at mostDt;60 ns for the
protons to accelerate to a velocity that is twice the magn
field velocity; vp;63107 cm/s. This yields a lower bound
for the effective accelerationg;1015 cm/s2. We take B
;5 kG, the value of the magnetic field when the electr
density starts to drop~see Fig. 11! so that vci ;5
3107 s21 for protons and estimateL;1 cm. For these num
bers one finds thatg/L;1015 andvci

2 /4;631014 so that the
turn-on condition of the unmagnetized Rayleigh–Taylor
stability is satisfied~in fact, the mean proton cyclotron fre
quency is smaller since it is estimated that the proton refl
tion occurs atB;5 kG, reducing the meanvci).

The spatial scale of such possibly-formed fluctuations
not known, however, being not observable by our pres
measurements spatial resolution, their scale must be less
a few mm. Assuming that the fluctuation scale length sho
be at least several times the electron skin depth~which is
'0.3 mm in our plasma!, we choose a reasonable wav
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lengthl'0.1 cm. For this wavelength and a modulation o
say;15% of the proton density, the Hall velocity is consi
tent with the measured magnetic field velocity. To estim
the growth rate we usekx52p/l;62 cm21 and find that
g;6.23108 s21, so that the e-folding time ist;1.6 ns,
which is sufficiently rapid to allow the instability to grow
before the magnetic field propagates a significant distanc

Hence, if this instability grows in our experiment, and
l'0.1 cm and the density variations in the formed fing
like structures is on the order of60.331014 cm23, the mag-
netic field is expected to penetrate at a Hall velocity that
B55 kG is 33107 cm/s, consistent with the observed velo
ity.

Note that because of the dependence of the Hall pene
tion on the direction of the density gradients in the plasm
the Hall effect may not lead to field penetration into t
entire structures here discussed. Thus, while the spat
fluctuating density gradients are expected to cause field p
etration into parts of the density structures through the H
mechanism, other parts may still remain unpenetrated by
field. However, for spatial scales of;1 mm, even Spitzer
resistivity is estimated to be sufficiently high to lead to t
completion of the field penetration into the entire plasma

We have, in fact, indirect indications to the presence
small-scale magnetic field nonuniformities. As will be d
scribed in a future publication, polarization-dependent m
surements of the magnetic field along different directio
indicate the presence of magnetic field components o
thanBy , indicating current flow also in they direction. The
amplitude of these magnetic field components is sufficien
small to assure that the correction to the total magnetic fi
is smaller than the indicated errors of the magnetic field.
note that if small-scale finger-like structures form, the p
sented magnetic-field amplitude describes the spatially a
aged magnetic field.

Furthermore, the broad axial-velocity distributions of t
ions observed in the entire plasma29 imply that in regions of
comparable size to the observation spatial resolut
(;5 mm), different ions are accelerated in different dire
tions, presumably as a result of structure in the accelera
magnetic field. As described in Sec. III E the density th
remains atx,1.5 cm andz,5 cm at t5300 ns is much
higher than expected from the known heavy-ion densit
suggesting that not all carbon ions are significantly pus
by the magnetic field piston. In our experimental configu
tion, the main pushing of the plasma that leads to the
served density drop is due to acceleration towards the e
trodes since the plasmax dimension is much smaller than th
plasma length~in thez direction!. The assumption of finger
like magnetic field structures may explain this finding sin
such structures are expected to lead to ion acceleration
axially, preventing part of the ions from moving out acro
the A-K gap. The continued presence of plasma behind
magnetic piston may explain the low switch impedance d
ing its opening, observed in numerous58,59 long-conduction
POSs.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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V. SUMMARY

Time and space resolved measurements of the mag
field from Zeeman splitting, the electron density from lin
intensities, and the amplitude of turbulent electric fields fro
Stark broadening are presented. The magnetic field is fo
to rapidly penetrate into the plasma. The measured magn
field is used to estimate the expected dissipation in
plasma and the change in the circuit inductance, associ
with the propagating magnetic field.

The magnetic field profile indicates that the field pe
etration is not due to diffusion processes. Moreover, base
the measured turbulent electric fields it appears that the i
acoustic and lower-hybrid drift instabilities do not provide
sufficiently high resistivity to cause fast enough field diff
sion. On the other hand, the observed insensitivity of
field penetration on the current flow direction contradicts
explanation based on the Hall-field mechanism and on
initial average electron density gradient across the A-K g
We thus propose an alternative explanation for the magn
field penetration into the plasma, based on the formation
small-scale spatial density fluctuations. These fluctuati
provide relatively large density gradients that enhance
penetration due to the Hall field. Furthermore, due to
fluctuating gradient directions, the penetration becomes
sensitive to the polarity of the current generator. The unm
netized Rayleigh–Taylor instability, associated with the
celeration of the protons by the magnetic field, is sugges
as a possible source for the small-scale density fluctuati
however, the possibility that such density fluctuations
produced by other instabilities should also be investigate

The results of the present investigations demonstrate
need for detailed measurements of the properties of
plasma and the electromagnetic fields in order to elucid
the complicated phenomena that dominate the conductio
rapidly rising currents in plasmas. It appears that future m
surements require high spatial resolution in order to deve
models for possible onset of magnetohydrodynamic tur
lence and its implications on the magnetic field evolutio
We believe that this work should encourage the developm
of theoretical models to address the detailed behavior of m
tispecies plasmas that exhibit simultaneous pushing
magnetic field penetration.
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